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The most southerly range of the W Alps, the Maritime Alps, peters out into the
sea where the French and Italian Rivieras meet. Between these and the lower
Rhone valley to the W lies the ancient kingdom of Provence, a fascinating land
of limestone uplands, sunshine and blue skies, old towns and villages, 'steeped
in ancient history. These limestone uplands are bounded on the W above the
Rhone by the enormous bulk of Mont Ventoux (1909 m), the plateau of
Vaucluse and the Luberon massif.

The River Durance, flowing SW from the high Alps, curves W below Luberon,
cutting through the limestone uplands to join the River Rhone near Avignon.
Between the Durance valley and the sea at Marseille is the aristocratic old town
of Aix-en-Provence, former capital of the ancient kingdom, and still a renowned
centre of art and music. Standing in splendid isolation nearly 7 miles due E of
Aix is what is arguably the finest mountain in Provence, the Montagne Sa'inte
Victoire, its limestone dazzling white in the Provenyal midday sun, or glowing
red in a setting sun in mid-winter. No wonder Cezanne was fond of painting it.
He lived for a time in the village of le Tholonet from which Sainte-Victoire
shows its best profile.

Although so imposing in its W aspect, Sainte-Victoire is no towering giant,
only just topping the magic figure of 1000 m. This unspoiled paradise for
walkers and climbers is a long craggy ridge of ]urassic limestone sloping none
too steeply to the N, but presenting an exciting array of cliffs and buttresses
on its precipitous S flank. From its W summit (Croix de Provence, 945 m) the
ridge runs E for 3! miles to the highest point (Pic des Mouches, 1011 m),
after which it broadens as it slopes down to the E. As one would expect, this
makes a splendid ridge walk with glorious views. I remember on one extremely
clear mid-winter's day looking up the Durance valley to the Dauphine Alps and
picking out the Pelvoux massif, 100 miles away. Although a long walk from
Aix-en-Provence if you have no transport, country roads pass under both N
and S flanks, making access easy. The easiest ascents are made from the N from
les Cabassols and Vauvenargues (very fine old chateau), but the true mountain
enthusiast will eschew these in favour of the S approach.

Walkers' and scramblers' routes are marked out in coloured paint and, however
much the purist may deprecate such way-marking, the fact remains that at
least 3 of these routes on the S face below the Croix de Provence are the result
of much exploration of the complexities of the crags, and the newcomer would
be lucky to find the way without the markings. The easiest of the 3 routes,
considered to be the ordinary route of descent to the farm (and restaurant) of
St Antonin, marked in black paint, and created by the CAF in 1898, involves
no climbing difficulties. The second, discovered by Antoine Forcioli in 1913,
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is more direct and is marked in green paint. This enjoyable route involves some
easy climbing, no rope being required, except for the timid or the inexperienced
on the first pitch.

The third route, marked in black, is even more direct and involves some climb
ing up to about D standard with some exposure on the buttress below the
Croix de Provence. With care this route can be soloed but some would prefer
to use the rope, particularly on the first pitch (Couloir des Hibelules). A varia
tion on the upper buttress taking the Arete Sourdive direct is a serious rock
climb with a crux which, if not avoided by escaping to the ordinary route, is
about mild VS (as estimated by my leader and myself in 1968).

This Wend of Sainte-Victoire has a number of rock climbs of high standard on
the upper crags between the Croix de Provence (a masonry and metal cross,
60 ft high) and the Colle Basse which is the W extremity of the main ridge.
The original Croix de Provence was erected in the 16th Century by a Provenc;al
seaman who, in danger of shipwreck in a storm, vowed to erect a cross on the
first summit he saw if he returned safely, and Sainte-Victoire happened to be
that summit. That cross and two others erected in 1775 and 1842 were destroyed
by the Mistral.

The cost of the present Croix de Provence was raised by public subscription,
and it was inaugurated on 18 May 1875 by the Archbishop of Aix in the
presence of 3000 pilgrims. Each of the four sides of the plinth of the cross has
an inscription in a different language; to the N in French, to the E in Latin, to
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the S in Greek and to the W in Proven~al which is not a French dialect but a
language in its own right. The view from the base of the cross on a clear day
includes the Rhone delta, the Etang de Berre (the sea loch near Marseille), les
Alpilles, Mont Ventoux, Mont Luberon, the River Durance, the Hautes Alpes,
the Oisans, Barre des Ecrins, Ailefroide, Mont Pelvoux, Basses Alpes, Esterel,
Maures, Sainte-Baume, the cliffs of Cassis and the Chaine de !'Etoile.

About 100 yards W of the Croix de Provence in a sheltered hollow below the
ridge on the N side and behind the prominent square-cut gap, the Breche de
Marius, is the astonishing old monastery and the Chapel Notre Dame de la
Victoire. The monastery was built around 1660 but abandoned by the monks
some 40 years later. It was subsequently occupied by various hermits up to
1879, then soon afterwards was plundered and burned. This monastery was

70 Croix de Provence
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the scene of some chapters in Sir Walter Scott's novel'Anne of Geierstein'. In
a semi-ruined state until recently, the chapel and monastery were restored some
ten years since by the'Amis de Sainte-Victoire'. The monastery, simply fur
nished, is open to all visitors as a mountain hut, particularly useful for climbers
wishing to stay overnight near the climbs. Incredibly there is a well of pure,
cool drinking water just outside the building, only 100 ft or so lower than the
W summit. The well has a cover, and water is drawn up from the depths in a
small bucket on a rope.

Moving E along the main ridge from the Croix de Provence we soon arrive at
the Garagai, a large, natural, inclined tunnel through the mountain just below
the crest of the ridge, which enables the 1898 route and the Route Forcioli to

emerge from the S side without serious climbing. Just below the Garagai down
the S side is the Petit Garagai, a pothole with a narrow entrance. However, it
is far from 'petit', having a depth of 485 feet. It was first fully explored in
1928.

In addition to the Croix de Provence group of climbs, there are rock climbing
areas further E, on the S side of the ridge of course. These are the Signal group,
between the Garagai and the Plan de Crau, the Baou de Vepres Group, between
the Plan de Crau and the Col de Vauvenargues and the Pic de Mouches group,
between the Col and the summit.

Serious rock climbing appears to have commenced in 1930, the ascent of the
Arete Sourdive in 1926 by P. Neviere being the only earlier climb that is note
worthy. During the 1930s Charles de Couedic explored the crags and led most
of the new climbs of the decade. Many more climbs have been made since and
the guide-book to Sainte-Victoire now occupies three volumes. Although more
or less the same geologically, the rock on these crags is not as sound as the
limestone of the Calanques, on the coast~ 35 miles away. Some loose rock can
be expected, particular care being called for in fixing abseils from either rock
or trees.

The mountain is of great interest to botanists; flowers and shru,bs of both Al
pine and Mediterranean species abound. There are pine woods on the lower
slopes, but the vegetation higher up consists mainly of juniper, evergreen
prickly dwarf oak and broom. The climate is Mediterranean and is hot in mid
summer, hotter than the Calanques which have the sea to cool them. Autumn
is very pleasant and sunny, though it can rain occasionally. Mid-winter can be
cold, and to leave the sheltered S side and emerge on the crest when the Mistral
is blowing at its worst is reminiscent of the Cairngorms! I have seen snow on the
mountain but normally it does not last long.

Twenty-eight of my 31 ascents of Sainte-Victoire were made between October
and March, and I found the transition to spring-like we;ather occurred rather
suddenly about the end of February. May and June, before the worst of the
summer heat begins, can be ideal. Like all maquis and pine-wood country in
the S of France there is a great fire risk. Lighting fires and even smoking are
prohibited in wooded areas.
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There are two camp-sites at Aix-en-Provence, but enquiries about camping on
the mountain itself have to be made at St Antonin. The Refuge Paul Cezanne,
maintained by the Association des Excursionnistes Provenciaux, is situated 15
minutes from the road between Aix and St Antonin. For a visit of more than
a day it is well worth the effort to carry sleeping bag, food and cooking stove
up to the monastery, either by the W route from the Ferme de l'Hubac (way
marked in red) (around 2 hours) or from the N from les Cabassols (way-marked
in green, one hour).
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